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**Project Background**
This project aims to help the Enrollment Information Technology (EIT) team predict which potential students are most likely to attend Washington State University (WSU). By automating part of the recruitment process, recruiters can focus their attention on better students that have more interest in WSU which will improve the quality of student classes. Using data from past and current WSU students, the team created a system that assigns a prioritization score to each prospective student based on indicators. Indicators represent EIT’s enrollment goals and probability of attendance.

**EMAS Database:**
- Enrollment Management Action System
- Database holds information on students
- Collected data comes from applicants and third parties
- Stages represent student progression in the enrollment process

**Data Import:**
- Import data as VTypeCodes from EMAS
- Import student-VTypeCode relations

**Data Collection:**
- Calculate frequencies of each VTypeCode

**Data Analysis:**
- Calculate attendance trends
- Interpret trend data as attendance indicator values

**Result Interpretation:**
- Interpret trend data as attendance indicator values

**Student Prioritization:**
- Student priority scores calculated from indicators and confidence

**Visualization of Data Analysis**

**Indicator Analysis**
- Indicator value is derived from the average percent change in student population by stage.
- Indicator confidence is derived by comparing the number of students with that indicator to the total number of students at that stage.

**Student Prioritization**
- A student’s priority score is composed of three indicator types
  - Student priority score is the summation of indicator scores multiplied by student confidence
  - Student confidence is derived from the number of indicators possessed

**Future Work**
- Analysis over multiple semesters
- Additional data mapping for attendance indicators
- Improve indicator value and confidence evaluation of students

**Glossary**
- EIT: Enrollment Information Technology
- EMAS: Enrollment Management Action System
- WSU: Washington State University
- VPN: Virtual private network
- GUI: Graphical User Interface
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